I. Introduction
Cryptology is a study of designing technique to encrypt messages using different algorithms and also regaining the original text using same or different algorithms. The normal messages also referred to as plain text is encoded based on some mathematical formula or algorithm to yield a coded message also called Cipher text. The algorithm used for performing the encryption is called Encryption Key. Again at the receiver end the Cipher Text is again processed or decrypted using the same or different algorithm to get the original text. Cryptanalysis is the study of designing system that will defeat such techniques to regain the message or forge the message. Together they came to be called as Cryptology. [1] With the dawn of computer and increasing dependency on it for communication also raised concerned about Information Security. Various security majors were introduced to ensure security of valuable information from being hacked or forged. Algorithms and methods were introduced to provide security at computer level, network level and internet level. Among various algorithm and techniques designed to provide Network Level and Internet Level Security Vigenere Cipher was one of them. However cryptanalyst designed techniques to defeat it.
In this paper, we propose an algorithm that will further improve the Vigenere Cipher Algorithm, making it less vulnerable to the attacks designed for it. The proposed algorithm focuses on the Encryption Key and the Vigenere Table. Unlike existing algorithm it is based on the elements of Encryption Key and introduces different 26 x 26 alphabet Table. This procedure is repeated number of times depending on the parameters selected by the communicating party. As a result the proposed algorithm makes the Encryption Key more complex and the Vigenere Table Formatting becomes dynamic resulting in an unpredictable encryption. The existing cryptanalysis algorithm designed for Vigenere Cipher algorithm are based on prediction of the letter based on the letter frequency calculated through different surveys. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Rest of the paper is organized as follow. Section 2 describes the Vigenere Algorithm, the mathematical expression and the different attacks to break the cipher. Section 3 describes the proposed algorithm, its mathematical expression, block diagram. Section 4 describes the performance of the proposed algorithm and analysis of result. Conclusion is presented in Section 5.
II.
Vigenere Cipher MEETM EATGR OUNDZ ERO
Algebraic Description
In Vigenere Cipher the alphabets A to Z are considered as numbers 0 to 25, and addition operation is performed using modulo 26, then Vigenere encryption E using the key K can be written,
Cryptanalysis
There are many techniques developed to break a Vigenere Algorithm Encipherment. Different techniques are enlisted below:
Frequency Analysis:
Vigenere ciphers are very vulnerable to frequency analysis. Though it's a polyalphabetic cipher where by using matrix a one to many relations is created still after tracing frequency of a particular letter in a Cipher Text can help to detect which English alphabet it substitute. Frequency of English letters in a word had been calculated through various surveys. Here two bar charts chart 2.2.1a and chart 2.2.1b shows the relative frequency of each English alphabet in a text and the relative frequency of each English alphabet as the first character of a word respectively. [2] [3] [4][6] [7] Comparing the Cipher text obtained from Vigenere Cipher Algorithm with the Frequency Chart enlisted here the original letters can be predicted.
Kasiski Examination:
In Kasiski's method the distance between repeated bigrams are measured to find the length of the keyword. [8] 
III.
Proposed Algorithm
Methodology:
The proposed methods employs a RDR (Rahul -Dipta -Rupayan) cube, Directory Table like Tables of dimension 26 x 26 each having different orientation of alphabets. The users have the liberty to choose their own orientation of elements for tables present in each face of the RDR Cube but it has to be same per Encryption. Each face of the RDR cube is numbered from 0 to 5. Directory Table is a Table of size 26 containing English alphabets at different position. No repetition of alphabets are allowed. Users have the freedom to choose the position at which they want to store an alphabet but for a given Encryption -Decryption it has to be same. Look-Up Table  containing English alphabets. No repetition of alphabets are allowed.
Each character of Encryption Key is searched in the directory and the position of the alphabet in the Directory Table is taken as its integer representation. Further modulo 6 operation is performed over the integer representation of selected Key character and the result of the operation is used to select the face of the RDR cube for it. The table in the selected face of the RDR Cube is used to encrypt the corresponding Plaint Text character in accordance with the selected character of the Key. This process is repeated for the encryption of each character present in the Plain Text.
For Decryption similar mechanism is followed. For each character of Encryption Key a face of RDR cube is selected based on modulo 6 operation over the integer representation of selected character of the Key. He table present in the selected face of the RDR Cube is used to decrypt the Cipher Text character corresponding to the selected Encryption Key character. 
Implementation

Block Diagram:
Block diagrams of our proposed algorithm for encryption and decryption are given below Fig 3.2.1 (A). Encryption Block  Fig 3.2.1 (B) . Decryption Block 
Mathematical Representation:
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V. Conclusion
There is a 60% decrease in variance in the proposed algorithm compared to classical Vigenere Cipher. Inclusion of 6 different matrices for the calculation of cipher text have made the algorithm dynamic and also increased its complexity. We have tried the normal attacks meant for Vigenere cipher to decipher our algorithm. These algorithms failed to analyze the cipher text generated by our proposed algorithm. Also the contents of the matrices can be varied randomly and so the mod function meant to choose the matrices. Thus the complexity can further be enhanced.
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